53rd Annual Ohio Valley Regional Emmy® Awards (2017) - Nominees

01A Newscast - Daytime and Weekend (Markets 1-74)
WBNS 10TV Weekend Mornings: Super Bowl Sunday Special, WBNS
Gretchen Walsh, Angel Gould, Angela An, Jeff Hogan, Mike Davis, Laura Borchers, Karina Nova, Josh Poland, Mary Posani, Dave Holmes

WLWT Saturday 11pm Newscast, WLWT
Jamila Batchelor, Courtis Fuller, Bill Hager

01B Newscast - Evening (Markets 1-74)
ABC 6 News at 5, WSYX
Jeremy Edwards

WLWT 6pm Newscast, WLWT
Allison Smith, Mary Tignor

Remembering Muhammad Ali - 6pm Newscast, WLKY
Vicki Dortch, Eric King, Erin Gritton

02 News Special
Remembering Muhammad Ali, WHAS
Lena Duncan

Marina Boelter: A Reason to Believe, WTHI
Melissa Crash, John Timm

Inside Appalachia: West Virginia's 1,000 Year Flood, West Virginia Public Broadcasting
Suzanne Higgins, Jessica Lilly, Chuck Roberts, Roxy Todd

John Glenn: Celebrating a Life of Service, WBNS
Aly Romot, Bram Fulk, Kelly Frank, Jennifer Nickels, Jerry Revish, Scott Light, Tracy Townsend, David Blake, William Oldani, Jeff Sheerer, Maureen Kocot

The 1,000 Year Flood: Helping Our Neighbors, WVNS
Valerie Sullivan, Jessica Schueler, Tim Carrico, Larry Marrs

7pm 1 hour Ali Special, WAVE
Aaron Ellis, Eric Flack, Scott Reynolds, Dawne Gee, Daniel Paxton, William Joy, Seo Won Yoo, Steve Crump, Devin Kroh, Zachary Owens

Hoping for a Miracle: A Christmas Story, WEHT
John Simpson

03 Breaking News
Knife Attack on The Ohio State University Campus, WBNS
Kelly Frank

Ali Death Cutin, WAVE
Bill Shory, Zachary Owens, Aaron Ellis, Eric Flack, Curtis Tate, William Joy, Greg Schapker

It Might Be Time for Us To Go, WCMH
Nicholas Petrello
04 **Spot News**

- Fire Destroys Historic General Store, The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com
  Carrie Cochran

- Shooting at the Pegasus Parade, WAVE
  Eric Flack, Maira Ansari, Dawne Gee, Kevin Hamed, Kayla Vanover, Greg Schapker,
  Shannon Cogan, Molly Lundy, Megan Murphy, Jeremy Mertz, Bill Shory, Aaron Ellis

- The Gatlinburg Fires: The Impact on People and Pets, WCPO
  Tom McKee

- Police Chase, WLKY
  Rick Van Hoose, William E DeReamer

05 **Continuing Coverage**

- Burgett Boys Busted, WSYX
  Tom Sussi

- Remembering Muhammad Ali, WLKY
  Jennifer Osburne, Jennifer Weigel, Jeremy Kendall, Anita Wise, Vicki Dortch,
  Eric King, Paul Ahmann

- Sins of the System, WBNS
  Joel Chow, Nathan Baca

- The Road To Recovery, WBNS
  Bryant Somerville, Damon Young

- Mayor Sex for Favors, WDRB
  Valerie Chinn, David White, Douglas Smith

- Kentucky's Drug Epidemic, WKYT
  Barton Bill, Miranda Combs

- Clyde's Story, WSYX
  Tom Sussi, Matthew Spurrier

- The Greatest: Louisville's Champion, WHAS
  Lena Duncan, David Seals, Doug Proffitt, Rachel Platt, Sherlene Shanklin, Derrick Rose,
  Holden Kurwicki, Joseph Federle, Todd Prinz, Brandon Davidson, Tabnie Dozier, Kayla
  Moody, Steve Duncan, Brooke Hasch, Shay McAlister

- Muhammad Ali: Goodbye to the Greatest, WAVE
  Bill Shory, Jennifer Nickels, Zachary Owens, Molly Lundy, Joshua Coffman, Elizabeth
  Adelberg, Richard Shepherd, Curtis Tate, Dawne Gee, John Boel, Eric Flack, Maira Ansari,
  Kent Taylor, Connie Leonard Taylor, Shannon Cogan, Kendrick Haskins, Scott Reynolds,
  Steve Crump

06 **Team Coverage**

- Body of Evidence: LMPD releases bodycam video of officers shooting suspect, WDRB
  Jessica Denson, Ryan McCarthy, Lindsay Allen, Trent Brock

- Remembering Muhammad Ali, WDRB
  Barry Fulmer, Candyce Eatherly, Sterling Riggs, Richard Bozich, Eric Crawford, Kyle Lizenby,
  Cara Sabin, Jessica Pittman, Natalie Greathouse, Chris Turner, Rachel Bailey, Lindsay
  Allen, Gilbert Corsey, Chris Sutter, Elizabeth Woolsey, Travis Ragsdale, Fallon Glick,
  Jacob Daws

- Honoring Muhammad Ali, WLKY
  Andrea Stahlman, Jennifer Osburne, Anita Wise, Jennifer Weigel, Jeremy Kendall, Vicki
  Dortch, Eric King, Jennifer Baileys, Fred Cowgill, William E DeReamer, Ann Bowdan,
  Paul Ahmann, Erin Gritton, Monica Hardin
07A General Assignment Report - Within 24 Hours
Louisville's 80th Homicide, WDRB
   Beth Peak, Danielle Lama
Ali Funeral Ticket Scalpers, WAVE
   Eric Flack
The Mistrial of Ray Tensing, The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com
   Carrie Cochran

07B General Assignment Report - No Time Limit
Good Cop Bad Cop: The Matthew Corder Story, WDRB
   Gilbert Corsey
Craigslist Private I Exposed, WSYX
   Tom Sussi

08A Feature News Report - Light Feature
Unseen Lights, WDKY
   Marvin Bartlett
Crazy Bill, WDRB
   Dominik Fuhrmann, Chris Sutter
Life's a Ball, WSYX
   Mike McCarthy
50 Years of Super Bowl History, WBNS
   Stephanie O'Grady, Mike Davis, Benjamin Yaussy
Wilson, WBNS
   Dave Holmes
Wake Up In The Action!, WSYX
   Cameron Fontana, G. Edwin Wilson

08B Feature News Report - Serious Feature
National Treasure Nearly Trashed, WAVE
   John Boel, Steven Richard
Making a Difference: Sewing Hearts, WHIO
   James Brown, Byron Stirsman
Abandoned at Birth, WKRC
   Brad Johansen, Michael Davison
Judy's Story, WBNS
   Glenn McEntyre, Scott Doelling
A Companion for Kai, WLWT
   Karin Johnson
Abby's Gift, WLKY
   Scott Eckhardt, Eric King
09A **Investigative Report - Single Story**
Ohio CCW Loophole Exposed, WSYX
  Tom Sussi

Sky Rage, WSYX
  Brooks Jarosz, Ben Frecker

09B **Investigative Report - Series**
Shakedown Behind Bars, WCHS/WVAH
  Leslie Rubin

Predators In Plain Sight, WBNS
  Nathan Baca, Shawn Hoder, Dorian DiBartolomeo

Pike County Massacre: The Unprotected Evidence, WXIX
  Jody Barr

Questionable Spending by Ohio Prosecutors & Sheriffs, WSYX
  Brooks Jarosz, Ben Frecker

Dereliction of Duty, WCPO and Scripps Washington Bureau
  Mark Greenblatt, Daniel Monk

10A **Arts/Entertainment - Feature/Segment**
Art-o-mat, ThinkTV
  Ann Rotolante, Mike Schwartz

The Art Show: James Pate, ThinkTV
  Brynn DeLange, Mike Schwartz, Richard Nordstrom

Artist Profile: Keturah Ariel, WOSU
  Jackie Shafer, Shawn Likley

An anthem that unites us, The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com
  Carrie Cochran, Meg Vogel

Becoming Violet, Lair Creative
  Steven Weinzierl, Edwaard Liang

Art 360, WOSU
  Jackie Shafer, Shawn Likley

Dennison W. Griffith: Another World, WOSU & Columbus College of Art and Design
  Andrew Ina, Phil Garrett

10B **Arts/Entertainment - Program**
Broad & High, WOSU
  Jackie Shafer, Kate Quickel, Andrew Ina, Shawn Likley, Chuck Oney

The Local Traveler: Appalachian Artisans, Beloved Productions with The Media Collaboratory
  Amy Hess, Matt Webb

The Art Show: Episode #513, ThinkTV
  Lynnette Carlino, Rodney Veal, Ann Rotolante, Richard Nordstrom, Mike Schwartz,
  Julie Davis, Brynn DeLange

River Valley Rhythms presents The Blue Wisp Big Band, WCET
  Mark Lammers, Michael Seppelt

The Acoustics of Care, WOUB
  Evan Shaw, Lynn Harter, Margaret Quinlan

Lost River Sessions, WKU PBS
  Darius Barati, Neil Purcell, Mark Toon, James Pearson
11 **Business/Consumer**

- Broken pension promises, *The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com*
  - Meg Vogel

- ABC 6 On Your Side: Unrest Over Utilities, *WSYX*
  - Brooks Jarosz, Ben Frecker

- Moving A Nation, *Ondo Media*
  - John Ondo

12 **Children/Youth/Teens**

- Abracadabra, *West Virginia Public Broadcasting*
  - Michael Adelman, Marilea Butcher, Aaron Shackelford, Larry Dowling, John Hale

- School Apps: Introduction, *KPG Creative*
  - Bob Kelly

- School Apps: My Name is Heroin, *KPG Creative*
  - Bob Kelly

13 **Crime**

- Family Fraud, *WDRB*
  - Rachel Collier, Emily Evans

- Louisville’s Plague, *WAVE*
  - Daniel Paxton, William Joy

- Don’t Believe Everything You See, *WCPO*
  - Anthony Mirones, Tanya O’Rourke

- Predators Avoiding Prison, *WCMH*
  - Duane Pohlman, Stephen Wainfor

14A **Education/Schools - News**

- School Shout Out, *WSYX*
  - Andrew Buck Michael

- Controversial Classroom Discipline, *WSYX*
  - Brooks Jarosz

14B **Education/Schools - Program**

- Knowledgeworks: Competency Education and Personalized Learning, *KPG Creative*
  - Scott Kist

15A **Health/Science/Environment - News**

- Dangerous Water, *WDRB*
  - Sterling Riggs, Douglas Smith

- Toxic Coal Ash Plagues Communities, *WCPO*
  - Emily Maxwell

- Unhealthy Water Park, *WSYX*
  - Tom Sussi

- Shine a Spotlight on Poachers, *WFIE*
  - Jackie Monroe, Derrick Mullins
15B **Health/Science/Environment - Program**
- The Autism Puzzle, WCMH
  Jerod Smalley, Jennifer Kiser, Jason Litton
- A Journey Through Alzheimer's, WCMH
  Jason Litton, Jennifer Kiser, Colleen Marshall, Jonathan Williams

16A **Human Interest - News**
- Braxton's Patience, WBNS
  Bryant Somerville, Damon Young
- Small but Mighty, WAVE
  Shannon Cogan
- Wild Coyote, WSYX
  Mike McCarthy, Drew Jones
- I'm dying. Will you help?, WDRB
  Gilbert Corsey, Dominik Fuhrmann
- Dawn's Early Light, WEHT
  Brad Byrd, John Simpson
- Making a Difference: Wooden Toys, WHIO
  James Brown, Byron Stirsman
- Going The Extra Mile Is Contagious, WLWT
  Jason Sperry, Andrew Setters

16B **Human Interest - Program**
- UFC Pastor, WBNS
  Dave Holmes, Tim Flaherty
- Redefining Beauty, The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com
  Carrie Cochran

17A **Military - News**
- One Last Mission, WTHI
  Michael Latta, Ross Rowling
- Columbus Honor Flight, WBNS
  Marcus Nichols, Kevin Landers
- Battle Buddies, WDRB
  Lindsay Allen, Beth Peak, Jason Riley

17B **Military - Program**
- Veterans Coming Home: Cincinnati Stories, WCET & ThinkTV
  Mark Lammers, Julie Davis, Lynnette Carlino, Jason Garrison, R. Matthew Schwartz
- Karl Williams: The Road Moving Forward, ThinkTV
  Richard Wonderling, Jason Wilson, Richard Nordstrom
- Kentucky Veterans of the Vietnam War: In Their Own Words, KET
  Thomas Bickel
18A **Politics/Government - News**

- Level Zero, WAVE
  - William Joy, Steven Richard

- History In Havana, WBNS
  - Rochelle Young, Jerry Revsh, Chris Blake

- Everyone Has An Opinion, WBNS
  - Bryant Somerville, Richard Yedlicka

- Lower Taxes. More Beard., WSYX
  - Mike McCarthy

18B **Politics/Government - Program**

- News Center 7 Presents: Election 2016, WHIO
  - Kristi Derocher

- NBC4's The Spectrum, WCMH
  - Jason Litton, Colleen Marshall, Chris Booker

19 **Societal Concerns**

- Following the Drug Pipeline to Kentucky, WDRB
  - Valerie Chinn, Douglas Smith

- Taking Back Your Streets, WAVE
  - Dawne Gee, Natalia Martinez, William Joy, Laurel Mallory, Daniel Paxton, D'Shawn Johnson, Steve Kelsey, Eric Flack, Miles Jackson

- Tyler's Light (2016 Campaign), Post House Creative
  - Rick Green, Andrew Massarella

- Off the Beaten Path: One Step Program, WTHI
  - Ross Rowling, Michael Latta

- Finding Home, The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com
  - Meg Vogel, Hannah Sparling

- Picture Imperfect, WCPO
  - Taylor Mirfendereski

- State of Addiction, WLKY
  - Carolyn Callahan, Morgan Lentes, Christina Mora, Emily Maher

- Fostering an Unconditional Love, WKU PBS
  - Joshua Niedwick, Lisa Autry

20A **Technology - News**

- Flying By The Seats Of Their Pants: Drone Racing, WLWT
  - Robert Busby, Andrew Setters

  - Carrie Cochran
21A **Sports - News**

- The Last Shot, WAVE
  - John Boel, Brian Winner
- Blake Cooper, WTHI
  - Rick Semmler, John Timm
- Diego’s Marathon, WLWT
  - Stephanie Bruner, Michael Dardis, Sheree Paolello, Jason Sperry, George Vogel, Emily Wood
- NBC4 At The Rio Summer Olympic Games, WCMH
  - Jerod Smalley

21B **Sports - Feature/Segment**

- The Ultimate Deadline, WAVE
  - John Boel, Steven Richard
- FC Cincinnati: 2016 Season Highlight Video, 4th Floor Creative
  - Tom Gelehrter, Shane Harrison, Marc Graham
- A Life-saving Fall, WKYT
  - Lee K. Howard
- Marques Maybin’s Inspiring Story, WDRB
  - Richard Bozich

21C **Sports - Daily or Weekly Program**

- GameTime with Urban Meyer, WBNS
  - Jeff Morgan, Joe Brackman, Brian Baxendell, Dominic Tiberi, Dave Holmes
- Reds Live (pre-game show), FOX Sports Ohio
  - Kent Weaver, Tom Farmer, Bob Pennell
- Blue Jackets Live Pregame, FOX Sports Ohio
  - Travis Williams, Bob Pennell, Tom Farmer

21D **Sports - One-Time Special**

- We are Marshall Ten Years Later, WSAZ
  - Keith Morehouse
- Ohio State Countdown: Top 10 Games of All Time, Spectrum Sports
  - Jason Pheister, Alison Momeyer, Bryan Levin

22 **Sports Event/Game - Live/Unedited**

- Kentucky Derby 142, WAVE
  - Bill Shory, Jennifer Nickels, Connie Leonard Taylor, Kent Taylor, Curtis Tate, Kevin Harned, Richard Shepherd, Megan Murphy, Christopher Kyle
- Columbus Blue Jackets Hockey, FOX Sports Ohio
  - Tom Farmer, Bob Pennell, Ed Milliken, Brian Filippetti, Matthew Sigafos

23 **Weather**

- Storm Center 7: Surviving The Storm, WHIO
  - Becky Grimes, Byron Stirsman, Eric Elwell, McCall Vrydaghs, Kirstie Zontini, Brett Collar, Carrieann Marit
- Snow Slugger, Digital Hits Composite, WHAS
  - Chris Williams, Nick Goldring
24A **Documentary - Cultural/Topical**
   Merle Travis: Guitar Man, KET  
   Tom Thurman, Teresa Day  
   #Playfor22, WKRC  
   Brad Johansen, Eric Gerhardt  
   Columbus Neighborhoods: New Americans, WOSU  
   Cindy Gaillard, Ben Bays, Diana Bergemann, Mary Rathke, George Levert, Ann Fisher,  
   Andrew Ina, Shawn Likley  
   As Ohio Goes, ThinkTV & WCET  
   Mark Lammers, Colin Scianamblo, Jason Garrison, Paul Verhagen  
   Between Two Worlds Part 2, ThinkTV  
   Richard Wonderling, Jason Wilson

24B **Documentary - Historical**
   Forgotten Fame: The Marion Miley Story, KET  
   Craig Cornwell, Shae Hopkins, Beth Kirchner

25 **Informational/Instructional Program**
   Supporting Your Student in English Language Arts, ThinkTV  
   Ann Rotolante

26 **Interview/Discussion Program**
   To Give Is To Receive, Wavelength Films  
   Chris Weatherly, Matthew Martin, Dave Docimo  
   Hey Kentucky! with Matt Jones, WLEX  
   Matthew Jones, Clay Bell, Noah Day, Daniel Dunston, Paul Wolf, Christopher Tomlin

27A **Magazine Program**
   Columbus Neighborhoods: Food & Industry, WOSU  
   Cindy Gaillard, Diana Bergemann, Andrew Ina, Shawn Likley, Charlene Brown, Javier Sanchez, Ben Bays, Mary Rathke  
   Haunted Louisville, KET  
   Frank Simkonis

27B **Magazine Feature/Segment**
   Kentucky Life: Crittenden's Watch, KET  
   Paul Smith  
   The Pigeon Photographer, KET  
   Steve Shaffer  
   Senior Moments: Rancho La Puerta - The Founding of the Spa Industry, Well World, Inc.  
   Debra Koerner, Debra Locker, Jason Parmer  
   Backpacking Trout Into Red River Gorge, Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources  
   Nathan Brooks  
   Columbus Neighborhoods: Walhalla Ghost Story, WOSU  
   Mary Rathke, Diana Bergemann, Ben Bays, Andrew Ina, Shawn Likley  
   Underground Railroad in Boone County, KET  
   Frank Simkonis
28 **Nostalgia Program**

The Hilltoppers, KET
- Tom Thurman, Teresa Day, Shae Hopkins
Victoria Theatre 150th Anniversary, ThinkTV
- Ann Rotolante
Remembering John Glenn, WLWT
- Bill Hager

29 **Public/Current/Community Affairs Program**

This Week In Cincinnati, WCPO
- Ted Wilson
Living Senior Smart, WCPO
- Kimberly Speagle, Peter Kasprzycki
Making a Difference, WLEX
- Jennifer Evans Smith, Nancy Cox, Hayley Harmon, Brian Gilbert, Dave Medley, Adam Dotson
Street Stories: Walnut Hills, Cincy Stories
- Chris Ashwell

30 **Special Event Coverage**

Lumenocity: Re-Imagine, WCET
- Mark Lammers, Paul Verhagen, DeShon Able, R. Matthew Schwartz, Zachary Kramer
Cap City Half Marathon Live Coverage, WBNS
- Stephanie O'Grady, Jeff Hogan, Wes Coleman, Joe Brackman
Cincinnati Reds Opening Day, FOX Sports Ohio
- Tom Farmer, Bob Pennell, David Ashbrock, Brian Hunterman
Thunder Over Louisville, WDRB
- Jennifer Keeney, Daniel Boyle, Barry Fulmer, David Callan
Jack Hanna's Into the Wildlights Holiday Special, WBNS
- Bryan K Wolfe, Joe Brackman

31 **Interstitial**

Vibe Cincinnati, Curtis Visual Communications
- Alphonzo Wesson

32A **Short Format Program - Informational**

A Look at the Wilds, WBNS
- Joe Brackman, Bryan K Wolfe, Angela An, Jeff Hogan
Values In Action, Wavelength Films
- Dave Docimo, Matthew Martin, Ann Ryan, Bob Renock, Brian Scroggins

32B **Short Format Program - Entertainment**

2016-17 Columbus Blue Jackets - Home Open Experience, Post House Creative
- Timothy M. Flaherty, Derek Dawley
Vaulted, BalletMet
- Jennifer Zmuda, Edwaard Liang
Tiny Out Loud, Uncle Tony Productions
- Andrew Ina, Stephanie Rond, Dan Gerdeman
33 **Branded Content**
- Coal, Wavelength Films
  - Chris Weatherly
- Asbury Ignited, Oculus Studios
  - Brock Smith, Whit Bussey
- Laudo Drums, Wavelength Films
  - Dave Docimo, Matthew Martin

34 **Community/Public Service (PSAs)**
- GCAC Art Makes Columbus Campaign, WOSU
  - Ben Bays, Shawn Likley, Andrew Ina, Jami Goldstein
- Future Me, Train of Thought Studios
  - David Sherman
- Keep Our City Safe: Louisville Metro Police, Chronicle Cinema
  - Zach Meiners

35 **Commercial**
- Glenn Family Services: Between the lines, Tanner+West
  - Jason Tanner, David Grinnell
- Ephraim McDowell: Made for This, Tanner+West
  - Jason Tanner, David Grinnell
- Dayton Children’s Hospital: To Us, Boom Crate Studios
  - Kelly M. Mercer, Brian Mercer
- Pass It On, Wavelength Films
  - Dave Docimo, Matthew Martin, Bob Renock, Ann Ryan
- Four String Brewing: 5 Year Anniversary, Vital Companies
  - Katie Moorehead

36A **Promotion: News (Single Spot/Campaign/Image)**
- Your Sunrise Routine, WLEX
  - Chrissy Rippetoe, Jared Hamm, Lee Cruse
- NOW Is In Your Hands, WXIX
  - Joshua Smith, Jim Farinacci
- Super Hero Investigators, WSYX
  - Gerry Puckett, Eric Fritchie
- The Cincinnati Anthem, WLWT
  - Christina Rule, Nishan Gilmet, Jeffrey Brown, Ray Kallmeyer, Darin Cox, Pete Salkowski
- WLWT News 5: Leading the Way, WLWT
  - Nishan Gilmet, Christina Rule, Pete Salkowski
- 10TV Anthem, WBNS
  - J.R. VanWassenhove, Michael Moon
- 10TV - Doppler 10 Weather Campaign, WBNS
  - J.R. VanWassenhove, Michael Moon
36B Promotion: Program (Single Spot/Campaign/Image)
Home, WLEX
  Dave Medley, Nancy Cox
Dayton's CW - Your Dayton Station, WBDT
  Jason Doyle, Harrison Boeddeker, Nathan Zillich
WOSU Image Spot, WOSU
  Ben Bays, Meredith Hart, Andrew Ina, Shawn Likley, Christopher Donnelly, Diana Bergemann
Cincinnati Music Hall Promo 1, ThinkTV
  Richard Wonderling, Jason Wilson
MeTV Promo, WHIO
  Zebulon Griffin
Play For 22 (Trailer), WKRC
  Tim Fair, Sheila Obermeyer

37 Special Achievement: Overall Excellence
WAVE 3 NEWS, WAVE
  Ken Selvaggi
Spectrum Sports Overall Excellence, Spectrum Sports
  Jason Pheister
Overall Excellence, WSYX
  Tony D'Angelo
WDRB, WDRB
  Bill Lamb
WLKY Station Excellence, WLKY
  Glenn Haygood

38 Special Achievement: News Excellence
WDRB News, WDRB
  Barry Fulmer
WAVE 3 NEWS, WAVE
  Bill Shory
WBNS-10TV, WBNS
  Kelly Frank
WLKY News Excellence, WLKY
  Andrea Stahlman

39 Special Achievement: Community Service
WLKY Community Service, WLKY
  Debbie Roberson
Heroin In The Tri-State, WCPO
  Sarah Zak

40 Interactivity
  Framelines: Interactive Editing Tutorial (scary movie scene), Sonnyboo Productions
  Peter John Ross, Greg Sabo
  2016 Butter Sculpture Multimedia Program, MediaSource
  Robert Leitch, Jerred Ziegler
41A **Anchor - News**
Composite, WKYT
Sam Dick
Composite, WDRB
Elizabeth Woolsey
Composite, WDRB
Lindsay Allen
Live, Breaking and Unscripted, WSYX
Jessica Ralston
Composite, WBNS
Jerry Revish
Field/Studio Composite, WAVE
Scott Reynolds
Composite, WCPO
Craig McKee

41B **Anchor - Weather**
Meteorologist Composite, WDRB
Jeremy Kappell
Composite, WSYX
Bill Kelly

41C **Reporter**
Quick! Tell a Story!, WSYX
Mike McCarthy
Composite, WAVE
William Joy
Composite, WSYX
Tom Sussi
Composite, WAVE
Eric Flack
Meeting Daily Deadlines, WBNS
Bryant Somerville
Brooks' Creative Coverage, WSYX
Brooks Jarosz

41D **Reporter - Features/Human Interest**
A President? Pinball and Cookies, WSYX
Mike McCarthy

41E **Reporter - Investigative**
Composite, WAVE
John Boel
Composite, WCMH and WKRC
Duane Pohlman
Nathan Baca: 10 Investigates, WBNS
Nathan Baca
41F **Sports (Talent)**
Sports Anchor/Reporter Composite, WAVE
  - John Boel
Composite, WBNS
  - Dave Holmes
Composite, WAVE
  - Kent Taylor
Composite, WCMH
  - Jerod Smalley
Composite, WKRC
  - Brad Steinke

41G **Performer**
Becoming Violet, Lair Creative
  - Miguel Anaya, Jessica Brown, Grace-Anne Powers, Jarrett Reimers, Carly Wheaton
Vaulted, BalletMet
  - Edwaard Liang, Yuan Yuan Tan

41H **Program Host/Moderator/Narrator**
2016 Hosting, WBNS
  - Dave Holmes
Political Host and Moderator, WBNS
  - Scott Light

42A **Director - Live or Recorded Live**
FRIENDS LIKE YOU, Episode #808, Don't Ever Change, Asbury University
  - Doug Smart
Lumenocity: Re-imagine Composite, WCPO/WCET
  - Peter Kasprzycki
Kentucky Derby 142, WLEX
  - Chelsea Gorham, Paul Wolf
Thunder Over Louisville, WDRB
  - Kyle Lizenby, Daniel Boyle

42B **Director - Newscast**
WLKY News at 5, WLKY
  - Troy Middaugh
10TV News Composite, WBNS
  - Bram Fulk
42C **Director - Non-Live (Post-Produced)**

Composite, Born To dp Films  
De'Niel Phipps

Lost River Sessions (Composite), WKU PBS  
Darius Barati

Giving Kids With Cancer A Reason To Dance: The 2016 BuckeyeThon Dance Marathon KickOff, Blue Skies HD Video & Film Productions, LLC  
Julie Hedrick

Our Town: Nelsonville, WOUB  
Evan Shaw

Vaulted, BalletMet  
Jennifer Zmuda, Edwaard Liang

42D **Director - Short Form**

Matt Castlen for State Rep, Tanner+West  
Jason Tanner

Becoming Violet, Lair Creative  
Steven Weinzerl

Glenn Family Services: Between the lines, Tanner+West  
Jason Tanner

Through The Years, Wavelength Films  
Dave Docimo

43A **Writer - News**

Tell A Story, Be Told A Story, WBNS  
Bryant Somerville

Tell Me a Story, WSYX  
Mike McCarthy

Wilson, WBNS  
Dave Holmes

Daily Storytelling, WAVE  
William Joy

43B **Writer - Program**

'Twas the Night Before Christmas, WBNS  
Dave Holmes

Columbus Neighborhoods: New Americans, WOSU  
Cindy Gaillard

Our Town: Nelsonville, WOUB  
Evan Shaw

43C **Writer - Short Form**

Home, WLEX  
Dave Medley

Future Me, Train of Thought Studios  
David Sherman

Dayton Children's Hospital: To Us, Boom Crate Studios  
Kelly M. Mercer, Brian Mercer
44A **Editor - News**

Composite, WAVE
Steven Richard

Composite, WAVE
Daniel Paxton

Cincinnati Street Car: One Family's Connection, WLWT
Ron Schmidt

Composite, WTHI
John Timm

44B **Editor - Program**

Composite, WBNS
Bram Fulk

Surviving An Active Shooter, WKU PBS
Joshua Niedwick

Laudo Drums, Wavelength Films
Dave Docimo

44C **Editor - Short Form**

Derby 142 Open - American Pharoah, WLEX
Chrissy Rippetoe

Columbus Blue Jackets - 2016-17 Open, Post House Creative
Angela Nabors

WKU Football Intro Video 2016, Sublime Media Group
Jon Doss

45A **Photographer - News**

Composite, WAVE
Steven Richard

Reflections, WBNS
Marcus Nichols

Composite, WDRB
Tom Round

Composite, WDRB
Josh Kidd

45B **Photographer - Program**

Bourbon Boom, WLKY
Scott Eckhardt

Laudo Drums, Wavelength Films
Dave Docimo

45C **Photographer - Short Form**

Becoming Violet, Lair Creative
Derek McKane

Cincinnati Music Hall Promo 1, ThinkTV
Richard Wonderling

PorterWright: Holiday Card 2016, Post House Creative
John Massarella
45D **Video Essay (Single Camera Only)**

- West Virginia Flood 2016, WCHS/WVAH
  - Billy Heath
- Old Friends, WLKY
  - Scott Eckhardt
- A National Treasure in Your Own Back Yard, WDRB
  - Josh Kidd
- Composite, The Cincinnati Enquirer/Cincinnati.com
  - Carrie Cochran

46 **Graphic Arts**

- 2016 Graphics & Animation Compilation, FOX Sports Ohio
  - Greg Golya, Joseph Von Enck
- Commonwealth Credit Union - ITM, Oculus Studios
  - Brock Smith, Whit Bussey, Jordan Hill
- Commonwealth Credit Union: 65th Anniversary, Oculus Studios
  - Brock Smith, Whit Bussey, Jordan Hill
- Legacy Nissan: Used Cars, Oculus Studios
  - Brock Smith, Whit Bussey, Jordan Hill
- Best Where It Counts, Wavelength Films
  - Dave Docimo

47 **Audio**

- Lost River Sessions presents: The Kentucky Acoustic Music Festival, WKU PBS
  - Jeff Petrocelli
- Lost River Sessions: Erin Rae, WKU PBS
  - James Pearson

48 **Musical Composition/Arrangement**

- Glenn Family Services: Between the Lines, Tanner+West
  - Jordan Hancock
- Old National Bank: Pass it On, Wavelength Films
  - Jordan Hancock
- Old National Bank: Through the Years, Wavelength Films
  - Jordan Hancock
- The Invisible Patients (trailer), Whetstone Road Films
  - Jordan Hancock
- The Invisible Patients, Whetstone Road Films
  - Jordan Hancock

49 **Set Design**

- WKRC News Set, Devlin Design Group
  - Kartik Dakshinamoorthy, Diane Fiolek, Laurel Lawrence, Hannes Kling
- Values in Action, Wavelength Films
  - Dave Docimo, Matthew Martin
- WAVE 3 News Set, WAVE
  - Christopher Kyle, Rhonda Harshfield, Bill Shory
- WHIO News Set, WHIO
  - John Griffin, Mack McLaughlin, Zachary Osborn, Jennifer Bucheit
50 **Lighting**
- Matt Castlen for State Rep, Tanner+West
  Jason Tanner
- Spaceship Commercial, Asbury University MediaCom
  Sarah Hogencamp
- Lost River Sessions (Composite), WKU PBS
  Darius Barati

51 **Video Journalist**
- In The Spotlight, Pointed Out & Overexposed, WHAS
  John Charlton

52 **Technical Achievement**
- Cincinnati Reds Opening Day, FOX Sports Ohio
  William Moore, Jr., John Kautz
- Live. Cameras. ACTION!, WSYX
  Cameron Fontana, G. Edwin Wilson
- Thunder Over Louisville 2016, WDRB
  David Callan, Gary Schroder, Howard C. Hoffman

*Ballots certified by the accounting firm of Cassady Schiller and Associates, Inc.*